ABOUT US

ATO Inženjerij d.o.o. provides quality and demanding service of development, implementation and maintenance of technical and technological systems as well as supervisory and control systems in industrial, technological and power plants.

50 EMPLOYEE 35 ENGINEERS 10 TECHNICIAN

WORLDWIDE SERVICES

Electrical Design
Application Development
Cabinet Assembly
Installation
Testing and Commissioning
Maintenance

PARTNERSHIP

first contracted Siemens Solution Partner Automation from Croatia, certified since 2004 for:
- Automation System SIMATIC
- Human Machine Interface SIMATIC HMI
- Industrial Communication SIMATIC NET
- Process Control System SIMATIC PCS7

Siemens Partner in SIVACON S8 low-voltage certified up to 7000A power distribution boards design, assembling and testing in accordance with IEC61439-1/2

CONTACTS

ATO Inženjerij d.o.o.
Vukovarska ulica 217/B
31 000 Osijek, Croatia
tel: +385 31 376 444
e-mail: ato@ato.hr
www.ato.hr